IMPORTANCE OF
VERTICAL HARDWARE
INTEGRATION
HISTORY
Cost, efficiency and accessibility were some of the driving factors
behind the aggressive push and promotion to all 'cloud' offerings.
Software vendors such as the Amazon’s and Google’s of the world
who never had access to customer’s on-perm dollars pushed this
perception of moving everything to the cloud. This push has been
successful as seen how cloud computing has been received with
open arms by companies and consumers alike although a hardware
component still exists as data is stored in physical servers. The need
for hardware will never disappear as every software in essence needs
a hardware component without which it would be useless.
Cellphones don't work without a handset and the internet is useless
without a laptop!
Moreover, moving everything to the cloud is not always the right
answer in every situation especially not for Small to Medium size
businesses. In fact current research is seeing a shift from pure cloud
solutions to a hybrid cloud solution for a number of reasons. In
addition cloud computing isn't cheap and businesses tend to forget
the challenges associated with cloud computing.
In 2018, IDC reported that 81 percent of companies surveyed reported migrating
applications or data that had been stored in the public cloud to a different
environment, including a private cloud host, a hybrid cloud and local solution or a
complete on-premises infrastructure. The companies that repatriated data and
apps reported doing so the following solutions:
Hosted private cloud (41%),
On-premises private cloud (38%)
On-premises non-cloud (22 percent)

SOLUTION
Large corporations have vast resources, which are not available to
Small & Medium size businesses, that enable large IT departments as
well as in house networking. Orchatect’s Maestro solution now allows
small to medium-large companies access to similar capabilities plus
additional services at very affordable prices. Business owners can now
connect all of their locations, build new ones and control almost all
facets of their business from one location. This is only capable due to a
hybrid model that brings unprecedented value to a historically
underserved industry. Small to medium sized business will get back
their data, protect, and use it as they best see fit all because the
Maestro makes it possible.
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The 2018, IDC survey report also reported that 85% planned to migrate
services in 2019.
The most cited reasons were:
Security (19%)
Performance (14%)
Cost (12%)
Control (12%)
Desire to centralize or reduce shadow IT (11%)
The 2019 white paper 'The Bi-Directional Cloud Highway', that surveyed 350
enterprises on cloud and technology adoption, showed that 74% of
companies moved apps onto the cloud and then moved them back onpremise. Leading factors were poor cloud performance and security
concerns,
Orchatect’s has designed a powerful hybrid solution to address these
challenges using both software and hardware. While the software
provides the intelligence, the hardware enables critical capability. The
Maestro bundles all of the services provided by the hardware
components through a XaaS based solution, which is made up of multiple
software integrations. Through the Maestro, businesses/customers have
an aggregated/centralized location to manage these services and others
that are delivered through B2B integrations. This enables them to make
better data driven decisions

KEY BENEFITS OF A HYBRID SOLUTION
Stronger security since data is in-house
Improved performance
Enhances current user capability
Functional expansion flexibility
No vendor lock in, thus eliminating concerns over providers changing
costs, terms or data deletion
Reduced opex costs as on-premise server is a one-time purchase cost
Customers control their own data including use & storage leading to
greater productivity
Reduced data transmission costs as core/critical functions live onpremise without reliance on external connectivity
On-premise server has no latency issues which is a significant
challenge in situations where the cloud is involved.
Hardware on-premise reduces cloud hosting services as surveillance
data security is stored locally reducing internet performance
dependency
Hardware is capable of providing scalable local storage which can
expensive for SMBs
Effective redundancy management & easier to manage upgrades
Financial risk is less as customers no longer have to be reliant on
providers being complianct with regulatory security standards
Hybrid solution is critical for enabling and simplifying ease of location
duplication
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